ABSTRACT Fall events are important health issues in elderly living environments such as homes. Hence, a confident and real-time video surveillance device that pays attention could better their everyday lives. We proposed an optical flow feedback convolutional neural network according to the video stream in a home environment. Our proposed model uses rule-based filters before an input convolutional layer and the recorded optical flow for supervising the optical flow of variation. Detecting human posture is a key factor, while fall events are like a falling posture. By sequencing frames of action, it is possible to recognize a fall. Our system can clearly detect the normal lying posture and lying after falling. Our proposed method can efficiently detect action motion and recognize the action posture. We compared the performance with other standard benchmark data sets and deployed our model to simulate a real-home situation, and the correct ratio achieved 82.7% and 98% separately.
I. INTRODUCTION
Every day the Internet of Thing (IoT) is the interaction of omnipresent sensors and machines to connect tangible and invented things among many organizations. In today's linked world, there are many techniques of connected machines, such as, 4G, Bluetooth, NFC, RF and Wi-Fi. Omnipresent calculations contrast with normal calculations in two principle areas [1] : (1) the outstanding move of calculating from normal objective calculators to mobile devices, and (2) the forward direction of the active interaction of calculating machines with their matching objectives and circumfluent frameworks, which are frequently short of distinct agent influence. A principal view of these favors can be caught by the research of Mark Weiser. In his survey [2] , he proposed that ''The greatest techniques are those that vanish. They braid themselves into the material of everyday life until they are invisible from it.'' Humans live in an extending linked and self-working community. We are exploring recording and computing services in our most individual surroundings: the home. We are exploring models of smart homes to execute health assistance for disabled persons or the elderly. Most disabled or older people would favor using non-invasive scientific devices to assist them with their everyday actions. Such methods of monitoring devices for disabled or older people to command are not received and in most states they are eliminated wholly [3] . The study and evolution have concentrated on the operation of distinct low-light scientific machines which are immediately usable [4] - [6] . Nevertheless, many surveys have concentrated on possibility methods. However, there are some constraints with probability models. First, the main grade focus on an event determined by the main grade in the opposed case. Second, the standard possibility method cannot shape into simple in a normal way [7] . A consistent distribution of possibility method on data set advanced present arbitrarily situations than simple methods. Simple methods describe the truth that, for an operator, every probable result of case is the same reasonable, while it has no fact that is availability to help any of them by requiring data. Movement detection direct to exactly recognize person's everyday movements established on a prescribing activity function [8] . It is a very important survey subject in the domain of omnipresent calculating and generally used in lot of human-orientation applications, like health and fitness surveillance system [9] - [17] , helpful living devices [18] - [24] , environment-based contest and relaxations [25] - [27] , communal networking [28] , [29] and contest following [30] - [32] To detect movements, visible sensors are often allocated in surroundings, fixed on items, or placed on the human body to repeatedly gather sensor inspections. Afterwards, based on pre-described model detection methods, the kinds of movement are recognized at an accumulation for superior layer employments. These sensor-based methods are called normal movement detection models. They can be partitioned into three classes: (1) wearable sensorbased models [33] , which use activity sensors to perceive the activities of body parts, such as [11] , [12] , [34] - [39] ; (2) CMOS sensor based models [40] , which use CMOS sensors to describe the stream series and detect movements utilizing image processing methods and which include RGB stream (e.g. [41] , [42] ), depth stream (e.g. [26] , [43] ) or RGB-D stream (e.g. [44] , [45] ); and (3) surroundings parameter-based models, which adopt visible sensors to gather movements from the position of used objects or variations of the surroundings, such as [23] , [24] , and [46] . Nevertheless, normal movement detection models get better results and are wholly approved, however they require special realizing devices and boost some interests for instance secrecy, energy reduction and allocation amount. Many existences of fall event recognition and warning methods can be categorized into three classes: wearable-based, surrounding-based, and vision-based methods. Wearable sensor-based methods usually depend on G-sensors that are joined to the user's body [47] . Surrounding sensor based fall event recognition methods utilize outer sensors inserted in the surroundings and contain pressure inductors, acoustic inductors, and EMG sensors etc. [48] , [50] . With the evolution of image processing, image and stream-based models have become common in fall event detection devices [51] , [52] . This type of model is nonobvious and suitable for the elderly.
In the observable fall event recognized devices, the station of the view of the seniors can be transferred to a suitable objective if a fall event is caught and warning signals are launched. Fall event recognition machines usually concentrate on a single individual. If the position has two or more people, separation and evidence devices will be adopted to focus on each human and recognize and trace them separately [53] .
Since 2D images are the projection of 3D objectives, the issue of phenomenon transformation may take place in detecting fall events [54] . So as to handle the issue, this paper proposed a new fall event recognition model established on treating the silhouette in the depth image. The following is as: (1) depth raw data are pre-operated by a median filter for two objective appearances and background objectives; (2) the shape of the shifting person in depth image is performed by the reduction algorithm of background images; (3) the floor level formula is calculated by the least square algorithm and a disparity image transformed from the depth data; and (4) shape knowledge of the body in depth data is examined by a set of instant services, and the parameters of ellipses are measured to decide the orientation and situation of the user. The means of the body and the angle between the shape of the body and the lower level are measured for fall event recognition. When two surpass some thresholds, a fall event will be recognized. The most principal benefit of bio-signal dominated devices over other kinds of control devices, for instance, body forced mechanical machines, is the handsfree command of a person's objective. They supply more closed services and apparent vision [55] . Concentrating on electromyography and electroencephalography signals, a lot of possible real-world utilization of these two biological sequential data have been described, including versatile service rehabilitation, sensible assisted wheels, step production, scratching commands, and gesture-based input, etc.
The predominant algorithm for observing community position conversation employments has been surveys [56] , [57] , [60] [62]- [65] . The position situations are proposed to perform an approximate position requirement offered a definite environment for example appointment space, or advantage community influence. Position examples like WatchMe [62] often execute leader surveys to search the device features that should be connected within their modules. Then, research like Guide Me [60] adopt occurrence patterns to develop the knowledge expression to their customers. There are a number of common business position employments [61] , [62] utilized to help social influence. Projects such as Dodgeball [62] supply a function reward for a particular case, but are finite as a strong normal intention community position module. Context communication with the user is restricted not only by the device itself, but by the user's smart devices.
The percentage of people are over the age of 65 in the European Union, China, and the United States are 30%, 30% and 20.2%, respectively. There is a large population over the age of 65 in the world [63] . The distribution of distinct healthcare design is forced, and most of the models have been developed according to the traditional clinical method in which case are analyzed and considered in peracute situations in a clinical setting, and more and more residence-based method that is expressed to some case in their private space [63] . This residence-based method betters the attributes of a patient's existence, and is capable of being alive extensive in a well-known context not changing their main living space. In addition, the residence-based method lessens the common charge for supporting patient health services. For many elderly living alone, the hazard of falling and sustaining an injury is a major subject to handle. A fall is defined as ''an occurrence which effects a person to rest unintentionally on the ground or floor or other lower level'' by the World Health Organization, and the number of people aged 65 and over 70 who fall every year is about 28-35% and 32-42%, respectively [64] . Fall cases result in bodily injury and a mental influence of being scared of falling once more. Ordinary, the reliance of physical activity is less and less [65] . In addition, there are many studies describing VOLUME 6, 2018 the decreasing life anticipation of people recovering from a fall.
It is hazardous for people living alone if they are delayed help after a fall. In the home, a low-cost, inconspicuous device that is able to recognize the falling posture of the elderly could assist in lowering the occurrence of delayed support. Many models have been studied and developed for recognizing the falling posture of the elderly. Many researches contain wearable devices based on touching a switch before falling, and then utilize sensors such as G-sensors [66] - [69] . Nevertheless, wearable devices have to be worn properly and need an electric cell, and they could be easily be ignored by the patient. Concerning wearable machines needing behavior on the component of the user losing feeling after falling would avoid using. Investigations have also suggested the elderly prefer invisible sensors [70] .
These devices would directly help the elderly by allowing them to keep on living independently, free of the requirement to move to accepted protection and eventually lessening the affective and economic loading for the elderly and their relatives. There are also definite social and saving influences by lessening the finance required to consider fall events.
It is also important to observe that faithful supervising schemes are favorable not only for detecting fall events, but also for calculating the living character of a person. This contains what action the elderly has, their movements in distinct sections of the building, and what motions are involved, especially basic postures like eating and personal health condition. Abnormalities of the basic living model of the elderly can indicate recognition worsening health situations, suppling the chance for instant and essential care [71] .
II. RELATED WORKS
There are numerous studies exploring image pattern models to detect fall events. Many studies extended from single charge-coupled fixed devices [72] , [73] or multiple image sensors mounted [74] , [75] around a space to create 3-D modeling of fore-space targets [76] , [78] . Single image sensor devices depend on image regions to extract features from contours, such as bounding shell percentages. Multi image sensor devices obtain patterns such as speed from 3-D objects built on manifold contours. However, traditional image sensorbased systems incur many constraints.
Kepski and Kwolek [79] , [86] proposed deriving the floor surface spontaneously. The patient's outline is recognized through the related depth appearance, which is regularly renewed. An invented case around the human was measured, and features found on the outline and distance were measured and adopted for distinct machine learning models. Thirty-five young users were adopted to calculate the models, and were gathered in view of two depth sensors.
As soon as a fall event is found, the event must be verified by the user through a voice identification model and the multimicrophone array. A model using depth sensor to analyze human silhouette and RGB sensors is presented in [80] .
A parameter-based background extraction is used for deriving the features, and the human is recognized in view of skin tone images. The human is followed through the equivalent of its core and, if a huge standing movement detection is exhibited, a second engine based on the direction of the major principle of the human silhouette is used to distinguish between falling or squatting movements.
Amini et al. [81] mentioned a contrast with heuristic and machine learning models for fall notification with depth sensors. The heuristic algorithm is in view of the skeleton dataset, and the 3D position of the head junction are followed. A fall event is recognized by installing a threshold on the speed and G-sensor of the top junction, along with a short length between the top and the low level. The machine learning model is established using an AdaBoost classifier together with a set of weighted feeble supervised models to be a closing boosted supervised model. Just the speed and the user's top length to the low level have been thought of the machine learning methods. For both heuristic and neural network models, the information data was recorded by 11 young users. Each user portrayed six true and six negative fall event cases, which concluded by falling or sitting on the low level. The rule-based models approached a correct ratio of 95.42% for fall recognition, while the machine learning method has a less correct ratio (88.33%) because of the finite number of user cases. The model proposed in [82] uses only the pulled out silhouette data and is the best at recognizing fall events associated with weight moving events. Characteristics measured from silhouettes think of tallness, speed of the upper principle, principle direction and its varieties, and projection of the center of the body on the low level. A linear support vector machine withdrawn features and supervised neural network fall cases from non-falling cases, in which non-falling actions consist of walking, standing, sitting and sleeping. Zhang et al. [83] utilized the junctions of high point and body, which are properly recognized if a human is standing or sitting, and incorrectly calculated if a fall event occurs. They established a mechanical character vector of the position between pairs of junctions on distinct silhouettes, using the least and greatest values of the tallness of the human within a series of frames. They could recognize five fall events associated with movements using RGB pixels to get the human outline if the silhouette is unavailable. Dai et al. [84] selected hidden Markov models to create the model of temporal series of positions which form movements.
All the time sequence series from seven movements are divided into sets to withdraw in connection with movements. Eventually, a trained HMM model is developed for every movement, and the movement class proportional to the pattern reaching the maximum similarity is the detected class. Alazrai et al. [85] presented a sight-unlike Motion-Pose Geometric Descriptor (MPGD) calculated from the silhouette positions of junctions, which is capable of catching the movement and position of human body parts while keeping the sequential formation of the shifting parts. The recognition of fall event structures contains two group tiers. The first tier is a set of SVMs which define the condition of the person on each image. At the second tier the constraint dynamic time warping (cDTW) method is utilized to organize the entire series of conditions into falling or non-falling cases. This model performed good outcomes in the categorization of four movements.
The last, research in object recognition is steered by the achievement of region-based models [86] and proposed region convolutional neural networks (RCNN) [87] . Even though region-based CNNs have improved [87] , their amount has been less because of apportioning convolutional layers through methods [88] . The newest type, Fast R-CNN [89] , adopt change deep methods [90] , while neglecting the time cost of region-based models. The region-based models depend on reasonable characters and economizing on consequence rules. The exclusive search method [86] , one of the top common models, commercially combines high level pixels found on guided features of the low layer. Contrasted with effective recognition models [89] . Generally, [91] proposes the best concession among method property and speedup, at 0.2 seconds for one frame. However, the region-based model method spends time to compute the recognition learning methods. The individual should be concerned that most of the speedy region models of deep learning neural networks use GPUs computation, while the regionbased networks adopted in advanced survey are built on the CPU. An apparent method to speed up proposed mathematics is to build it again on the GPU. This can be an efficient direction explanation, but building it again neglects the low quality of the stream recognition model and hence loses a major chance for sharing calculations.
It is good distinguishing motion features among with the time sequence and object domain dimensions must be noticed. Therefore, using filter containing series motion characters to compare with traditional convolutional filters at one frame can include location information as the input feature, and now the time sequence feature is better to share their information. Because of the time sequence deep learning convolution model, most features have adaptability of structures to describe the object motion stream data. Considering a time sequence object of structure produces more filters containing spatial and temporal features from the continuing stream and evaluating spatial and temporal feature convolution and down sampling apart from feature domain. The latest feature domain information is received by connecting temporal and spatial knowledge. To increase the efficiency of temporal and spatial knowledge networks, it is necessary to increase the networks with assisting results to calculate feedback while the super layer generates motion information and coordinates the results of a different network structure for predicting decision making.
In this paper, we proposed a purpose objective detection by an optical flow feedback-based model, calculating framework with a feature feedback based deep neural network, giving rise to a refined and efficient result when the proposed computation has more confidence from the computing time of the object recognition network. In addition, we also proposed a feature feedback mechanism scheme (FFMS) that would apportion the feature of the convolutional layers with the best object recognition models [88] , [89] . By apportioning features at the test moment, the peripheral time computation was efficient. Our proposed detection was the convolution layer combined with optical flow feedback and adopted by region-based models. When the object is moving or takes some movements, our proposed method can also be used for generating region for objective by optical flows. Based on these convolutional characteristics, we built a feature feedback mechanism scheme by adding a few feedback characters to the existing extra feature layers that together recovered the object of the region boxes and detected object signs at each position on a normal network. Hence, the FFMS layer was a type layer of full convolution [92] , and the training scheme was also learned for the purpose for producing a moving object detected model. FFMS are built to effectively forecast boundary models with a varying scope of degree and view rates. To compare with common models [88] , [89] , [93] , [94] , [98] that utilize optical flow feature or optical flow of filters, the feature is called the optical flow feedback boundary that helps with moving object detection at multiple optical flow statistics. The proposed method is as type of optical flow feedback from sequential frames, which avoids listing the time consumption computation for stream video to get filters with optical flow statistics. Our proposed method executes better performance, while training step and testing step adopting feedback optical frames take advantage of computing efficiency. To combine FFMS with objective detection model [89] , the proposed learning method chooses among fine-feedback features for the object detection task, at that time re-tuning the method for sharing features. Our mechanism immediately centralizes and generates a basic machine learning method with the convolutional layer to consider the optical feedback. From the result our proposed model generated object movement recognition with more confidence than the existing standard baseline comparative algorithms. In addition, our proposed scheme yielded a more efficient computing cost. The application was implemented in human fall event detection using RGB cameras in an IoT smart home environment.
III. FEEDBACK OPTICAL FLOW CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
The proposed motion object recognition model consists of two learning phases. The first detector method is based on interest of point statistics histograms to retrieve efficient features as the input to the convolutional layer. This step is a backpropagation computation connection layer to determine the motion object boundary, and the next scheme adopts the found object's boundary. Our proposed method like Figure 1 is an independent general learning method for recognizing object information. 
A. FEATURE FEEDBACK MECHANISM SCHEME (FFMS)
The feature feedback mechanism scheme (FFMS) uses interest of optical flow vector to calculate statistic Euclidean distance of histogram and to choose the better points and then boundary is according to optical flow features to retrieve the object. This paper proposed using the optical boundary region to retrieve the meaningful points as input into a fully backpropagation network [93] . Hence, we adopt the optical flow feedback scheme to identify the object when it is moving. Our model built the sharing mechanism to tell the next frame the same object moving information such as Figure2.
In order to provide optical flow boundary goals, the small boundary is ignored when the object is a human, and hence the temporal information can detect human movement based on the temporal and spatial information when the former frame information is recorded. FFMS takes advantage of the n former optical flow points as part of the input as temporal information into a fully connected network. Therefore, the input features combine with the interest of points, the optical flow of the present frame and the optical flow of the next frame. Our proposed feature type is divided into two types of retrieved information. The convolutional layer is one type, and our proposed does not consume additional memory space to train the other neural network. The retrieved features for each RGB channel list are 100, 100 and 100 respectively.
The first 100 features are the interest of points, the second 100 features are the optical flow of the interest of points, and the final 100 feature is the optical flow of the former frame; therefore, the total dimension is 100×3+100+ 100, as shown in fig.2 . Additionally, our proposed detection introduced the large motion detector like fall events, in which sudden movement must be considered and the large motion may appear at the same time, for example, persons walking in the field. To solve this problem, our proposed method adopted the rule based mechanism when the continuous frame from the variation of the cross product of two optical flow exceeded the threshold. Our proposed method considered this situation first to avoid unexpected events, for instance, fall events at home.
B. TWO STEPS RULE BASED MOTION DETECTION
Because of 3DCNN [97] , [99] and the dimensions considering RGB and optical flow data, its computing cost is expensive. However, its correct ratio in video stream for human motion detection is as good enough as a normal training model. Consequently, the benefits of 3DCNN is adopted without exploring the training weight mechanism. Our mechanism is like a 3DCNN structure, but we adopted the fast region based CNN retrieving feature method. First, we used the fast region CNN retrieving feature model to build the interest of point reference information. Second, the retrieved information was adopted as the spatial information of 3DCNN object detection, and the original convolutional layer optical flow input of 3DCNN was as the original. Thus, the deep neural network detecting object of our proposed method considered fast region CNN [89] .
For 3DCNN, our method utilized the temporal features. Boundary-based models are time expensive, and the fast region CNN can solve this problem. In general, the model trained 3DCNN and fast region CNN separately, we adopted the trained parameters of optical flow information of 3DCNN, and the spatial part was gathered from the fast region CNN. Hence, our model did not change the original structure. Consequently, selection of the useful parameter information was considered. Our method had two ways to discuss this problem. 1) Choosing well-known parameters: The 3DCNN used the temporal optical flow information chosen to initially learn well-known knowledge for our proposed method. Hence, the trained process of the network did fine-tune the parameter by 3DCNN. Then, the spatial information was found by the fast region CNN and the initial spatial features of our model. 2) Motion rule-based detection: In order to satisfy specific motion events, our model considered movement that is dangerous at home, such as fall events. In the training iteration, before inputting into the convolutional layer, the Euclidean distance of two consequences images must be considered. To enforce some dangerous situations at home, the motion event must be filtered by the rule based motion. Therefore, our method adopted the 3DCNN temporal information to construct the rulebased motion event. The backpropagation method was also used to train our deep network, and it was simplified to train the model and speed up the performance when a dangerous situation took place. Then, the detector operator utilized the fast region CNN trained parameters to consider the detected object's position.
IV. EXPERIMENT
Our proposed model tested the KTH [96] dataset to evaluate the performance for detecting action motions by adopting monitoring stream videos. At the same time, we also simulated a real life environment to check the proposed method according to real life video streams.
A. ACTION RECOGNITION ON THE BENCHMARK DATA
In order to compare action recognition with 3DCNN and our model, the KTH data was adopted to calculate the motion detection and compare performance. The data consisted of six action types and there were 25 subjects. First, the HMAX model was built in general, and our proposed method also adopted nine continuous frames as input to retrieve the foreground objects [95] . The proposed method resembled 3DCNN in that less memory was used, as each frame reduced the resolutions from the input stream to 80 × 60. We used a similar architecture as shown in Figure 3 , with the sizes of kernels and the number of feature maps in each layer modified to consider the 80 × 60 × 14 inputs. First, our proposed method retrieved the interest of features in each frame, and then chose the 100 features in these frames. Next, the 100 features of the optical flow in first seven frames was calculated to adopt and also the 8 th to 14 th were taken. The adopted three convolutional layers used kernels sized 3 × 3. There were classes, including boxing, handclapping, hand waving, jogging, running and walking. From comparison with [95] , the experiment also arbitrarily adopted 16 subjects for training the data, while the other nine subjects were used for testing. In ten-folds of the recognition performance is recorded in Table 1 , and this was also compared with some of the models in ten-folds. The average accuracy of the proposed model was 92.65 ± 2.3 percent, as shown in Table 1 . Our model utilized the kmeans method to cluster the 3DCNN motion and generate the temporal rules, as shown in fig.3 . Hence, our model adopted these motion rules to select the main action without computing each frame. The same parameter was as in [95] . Our proposed model utilized 16 subjects for training data and the other nine subjects for testing. The ten folded experiment was used, and the performance with other methods is listed in Table 1 . Our proposed method reached 82.7 percent for final results and had better time computation. In addition, the comparison with the other models in Table 1 adopted distinct training/testing ten folded methods.
B. REAL WORLD FALL EVENT EXPERIMENTS
It is hazardous for people living alone if they are delayed help after falling. In the home, a low-cost, inconspicuous device that can recognize the falling posture of the elderly could assist in lowering the occurrence of delayed support. Many models have been studied and developed for recognizing the falling posture of the elderly. Older adults living alone are at great risk of delayed assistance following a fall. A lowcost, unobtrusive system capable of automatically detecting falls in the homes of older adults could help significantly reduce the incidence of delayed assistance after a fall. Falls are a major health problem in the elderly population. Therefore, a dedicated monitoring system is highly desirable to improve independent living. This experiment presented a video-based fall detection system in an indoor environment using our proposed model. The proper recognition of human posture is significant in order to detect fall events such as Figure 4 . Based on our model, rule-based knowledge was adopted in sequence frames. Detecting posture is the main problem in distinguishing fall or non-fall events. A posture that immediately changes to a lying posture could represent the occurrence of a fall event. Sleeping is different from the falling posture, because the falling posture is an immediate and large movement. Our proposed model, the front rule layer detected different posture situations if the posture is falling or not. A video stream was used and the image was RGB based. The front object was subtracted from the background image, because the home environment does not change very often, so the background image was updated every three minutes to lessen the computation cost. The average for processing frames was 25 frames/second. The result is shown in Figure 5 .
V. CONCLUSION
It is very hazardous for elderly people living alone if they are delayed help after falling. In the home, a low-cost, inconspicuous device that can recognize the falling posture of elderly patients could lower the occurrence of delayed support. We proposed the fall event detection using an action rules-based system. Our proposed model can achieve immediate monitoring of fall events to prevent dangerous situations in the home environment.
